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Abstract: Non-flammable ionic liquid electrolytes (ILEs) are well-known candidates for safer and long-lifespan lithium
metal batteries (LMBs). However, the high viscosity and insufficient Li+ transport limit their practical application.
Recently, non-solvating and low-viscosity co-solvents diluting ILEs without affecting the local Li+ solvation structure are
employed to solve these problems. The diluted electrolytes, i.e., locally concentrated ionic liquid electrolytes (LCILEs),
exhibiting lower viscosity, faster Li+ transport, and enhanced compatibility toward lithium metal anodes, are feasible
options for the next-generation high-energy-density LMBs. Herein, the progress of the recently developed LCILEs are
summarised, including their physicochemical properties, solution structures, and applications in LMBs with a variety of
high-energy cathode materials. Lastly, a perspective on the future research directions of LCILEs to further
understanding and achieve improved cell performances is outlined.

1. Introduction

Li metal, with a high theoretical capacity (3860 mAhg� 1,
2061 mAh cm� 3) and the most negative redox potential
(� 3.04 V vs. SHE), is a promising anode material for the
next-generation high-energy-density batteries, i.e., lithium
metal batteries (LMBs).[1] However, the lack of sufficiently
protective solid electrolyte interphases (SEIs) on lithium
metal anodes (LMAs) leads to low lithium stripping/plating
Coulombic efficiency (CE) and lithium dendrite growth,
which limits the lifespan of LMBs.[2,3] Moreover, the heat
generation from the side reactions and internal short circuit,
together with the conventionally used flammable electro-
lytes, result in safety concerns.[4,5] Among the strategies
proposed to mitigate these issues, modulating the electrolyte
design by selecting specific electrolyte components and
adjusting their concentrations have been considered the
most relevant, as it can tune the SEI formation, lithium
deposition morphology, and electrolyte flammability.[6,7]

Ionic liquid electrolytes (ILEs), i.e., mixtures of lithium
salts and ionic liquids (ILs) consisting of bulky organic
cations and anions, are well-known candidates for high-
safety and long-lifespan LMBs.[8,9] A subclass of ILEs can be
chosen from specific organic cations and anions that exhibit
non-volatility and high thermal stability, greatly reducing
the flammability for the corresponding ILE, thus enhancing
the safety profile for high-energy applications.[10] The SEIs

derived from the organic cations and anions allow stable
cycling of LMAs.[11–13] Moreover, the chemical diversities of
the organic cations and anions offer multifarious choices of
the ILEs enabling highly reversible LMBs with different
high-energy cathode materials, e.g., Ni-rich layered/spinel
oxides,[14, 15] lithium-rich oxides,[16] cation-disordered rock-
salt oxides,[17] sulphur,[18] and even oxygen.[19]

Nevertheless, the insufficient Li+ transport and high
viscosity of the conventionally used ILEs with lithium salt
mole percent of �10–20 % limit the operation of LMBs
under practical conditions of high current density, e.g.,
0.5 mAcm� 2, and high mass loading cathodes, e.g.,
10 mg cm� 2, at room temperature (RT).[14, 20] Despite the
increased electrolyte viscosity, concentrated ionic liquid
electrolytes (CILEs) containing higher lithium salt mole
percent (�30–50 %) are reported to allow the operation of
LMBs at higher dis-/charge rates, which results from higher
Li+ concentrations and improved Li+ transference numbers
caused by fewer organic cations and free anions.[21–24] Even
though, the rate capability delivered with such CILEs is still
inferior to those with conventional carbonate-based
electrolytes,[16, 22] due to the sluggish Li+ mobility limited by
the high viscosity. Moreover, the increased viscosity of the
CILEs caused by the elevated formation of Li+-anion
complexes severely hampers the wettability toward thick
electrodes.

The addition of low-viscosity co-solvents is an effective
strategy to mitigate the high viscosity and sluggish Li+

mobility of ILEs.[25–28] However, the early adopted co-
solvents are involved in the Li+ solvation and/or are
unstable towards LMAs. Their coordination with Li+

releases more free anions, which decreases the Li+ trans-
ference number and therefore, lead to unsatisfying rate
capability at RT.[26, 27] The instability of the co-solvent, e.g.,
dimethyl carbonate (DMC), towards LMAs lowers lithium
stripping/plating CEs, particularly when they are involved in
Li+ solvation.[29, 30]

Recently, non-solvating fluorinated ethers and aromatic
molecules have been employed as new co-solvents to resolve
the aforementioned issues,[30, 31] which is inspired by a similar
approach for concentrated electrolytes based on conven-
tional organic solvents.[32–40] The strong electron-withdrawing
effect of the fluorinated groups weakens the solvating ability
of the co-solvents towards Li+, and the consequent non-
solvating feature allows the dilution of CILEs with the local
Li+ coordination and elevated Li+ transference number
preserved.[29–31, 41–44] The non-solvating co-solvents could
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promote the formation of more protective SEIs kinetically
enhancing the stability of LMAs against the
electrolytes.[30, 31, 41, 45, 46] As a result, the Li+ transport and
fluidity of CILEs are promoted without compromising the
CE of Li stripping/plating.[29–31,41–43, 45, 46] Electrolytes consist-
ing of CILEs and the non-solvating co-solvents are named
as locally concentrated ionic liquid electrolytes (LCILEs).

Compared with the locally concentrated electrolytes
based on conventional organic solvents, e.g., carbonate
esters,[40] ethers,[39] sulfones,[47] and phosphate esters,[34]

LCILEs exhibit lower flammability and better compatibility
toward LMAs.[31,45, 48] On the other hand, the interaction of
the positively charged organic cations with the other species
in LCILEs is different from that of molecular, i.e., neutral,
organic solvents in their locally concentrated
electrolytes,[49–51] requiring extra attention for the design of
LCILEs. Up to now, several rationally designed LCILEs
with thoroughly improved Li+ transport and decreased
viscosity have been developed, allowing stable cycling of
LMBs with high-mass-loading insertion-type cathodes, lith-
ium-sulfur (Li� S) batteries, and lithium-oxygen (Li-O2)
batteries at elevated current densities.[30, 31, 42, 45, 46, 52] Despite
the remarkable progress and ever increasing attention, the
research on LCILEs has not been reviewed to the best of
our knowledge.

Herein, this minireview summarises the recent progress
of LCILEs to promote their further development for high-
energy-density LMBs. Firstly, the influence of the non-
solvating co-solvents on LCILEs’ physicochemical proper-

ties that are critical for practical application is introduced.
The ion-ion and ion-diluent interactions associated with the
physicochemical properties in LCILEs are then classified
and presented. The progress of LCILEs designed for LMAs
and a few specific cathodes is also summarised. Lastly, a
comment and perspective on future research directions is
presented. The names and acronyms which will be used in
this review for the organic cations, anions, and non-solvating
co-solvents of the reported LCILEs are shown in Table 1
along with their respective chemical structure shown in
Figure 1.

2. Influence of non-solvating co-solvents on the
physicochemical properties

2.1. Flammability

Non-flammability is one of the most important properties of
ILEs for safer LMBs. The ignition test is the most used
method to evaluate the flammability of electrolytes. Lee
et al. reported that both the separator soaked with CILE
([LiTFSI]1[Pyr13FSI]2) and LCILE ([LiTFSI]1[Pyr13FSI]2-
[TTE]2) could not be ignited by flame torch (Figure 2a),
indicating the nonflammability.[30] Wang et al. also demon-
strated the non-flammability of a LCILE ([LiFSI]1-
[Pip13FSI]2[TTE]4) containing 52.7 wt.% TTE via a similar
ignition test.[41]
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Apart from the qualitative ignition tests, more precise
determination of the flammability is given by the flashpoint
tests. The American Occupational Safety and Health Stand-
ards defines that any liquid having a flashpoint at or below

93 °C is a flammable liquid.[53] The occurrence of a flash
requires enough vapour of the combustible liquids to be
mixed with air for ignition. ILEs exhibit nearly zero vapour
pressure, so a flash does not occur during the tests of their
flashpoints, i.e., ILEs are non-flammable liquids. On the
contrary, most of the co-solvents of the reported LCILEs
exhibit flashpoints much lower than 93 °C. According to the
suppliers, the flashpoints of TTE, BTFE, OTF, dFBn, and
mFBn are 27.5, 1.0, 45.0, 1.0, and � 12.0 °C, respectively.
Surprisingly, despite the high content of flammable BTFE
(around 30 wt.%), no flash was detected for [LiFSI]1-
[EmimFSI]2[BTFE]2 and [LiFSI]1[Pyr14FSI]2[BTFE]2 in the
temperature range of 25–300 °C.[48] But this is not the case
for all the LCILEs. For example, the flashpoints of [LiFSI]1-
[EmimFSI]2[mFBn]2 containing only 20 wt.% of flammable
co-solvents was determined to be 98 °C. This value is still
above the threshold flashpoint (93 °C) for flammable liquids,
so this LCILE is still classified as a non-flammable liquid.[45]

But the occurrence of the flash indicates the necessity of
flashpoint measurements to assess the flammability of the
developed LCILEs.

2.2. Wettability towards separators and electrodes

The most promising ILEs for LMBs usually employ FSI�

and/or TFSI� anions, but these electrolytes exhibit poor
wettability towards the commercially available separators
based on polyolefin, e.g., polyethylene (PE) and/or poly-
propylene (PP).[54, 55] The separators used for the early
investigation of ILEs for LMBs were mostly made of glass
fibre with large pores, leading to the formation of porous
lithium depositions that easily penetrate across the porous
separator and cause short circuit.[29, 54]

It is demonstrated that such an issue is effectively solved
when the non-solvating co-solvents are introduced to ILEs.
For example, Wang et al. reported that the contact angles of
[LiFSI]1[Pip13FSI]2 and [LiFSI]1[Pip13FSI]2[TTE]4 on com-
mercial PP separators were 85.7° and 24.9°, respectively
(Figure 2b).[41] The improved wettability has been also
reported for TFSI� -based LCILEs and PE separators.[30] The
use of the well-wetted commercial polyolefin separators
with more uniform micro-pores benefits the reported long-
term dendrite-free cycling of LMAs in LCILEs.

In addition, the wettability toward electrodes is also
promoted possibly due to the decreased electrolyte viscosity
in the presence of low-viscosity diluents. For example, Cai
et al. reported that the contact angle of [LiTFSI]0.8-
[DEMETFSI]1[OTF]4 and [LiTFSI]0.8[DEMETFSI]1 on
LiFePO4 electrodes were 51.3° and 19.4° (Figure 2c),[42]

respectively, which is relevant for the use of thick electro-
des.

2.3. Viscosity and ion transport

The viscosity of CILEs is effectively decreased when low-
viscosity co-solvents are added. For example, the viscosity of
[LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2 at 20 °C is 67.5 mPa s, which decreases

Table 1: . Names and acronyms of the organic cations, anions, and
non-solvating co-solvents of the reported LCILEs.

Figure 1. The chemical structure of the organic cations, anions, and
non-solvating co-solvents of the reported LCILEs.

Figure 2. (a) Ignition tests of [LiTFSI]1[Pyr13FSI]2 and [LiTF-
SI]1[Pyr13FSI]2[TTE]2 (reproduced from Ref. [30]). (b) Wettability of
[LiFSI]1[Pip13FSI]2 and [LiFSI]1[Pip13FSI]2[TTE]4 toward polypropylene
separator (reproduced from Ref. [41]). (c) Wettability of [LiTF-
SI]0.8[DEMETFSI]1 and [LiTFSI]0.8[DEMETFSI]1[OTF]4 toward LiFePO4

electrode (reproduced from Ref. [42]). (d) Viscosity, (e) ionic conductiv-
ity, and (f) self-diffusion coefficients obtained with pulsed-field gradient
nuclear magnetic resonance (PFG NMR) of [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2 and
[LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[dFBn]2 at 20 °C (reproduced from Ref. [31]).
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to 24.7 mPa s for [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[dFBn]2 containing
22.9 wt.% dFBn (Figure 2d).[31] Moreover, a higher mole
fraction of the co-solvent leads to even lower viscosities.
Nonetheless, it is not possible to indefinitely add a non-
solvating co-solvent to a CILE, differently from the solvat-
ing co-solvents which are miscible with ILEs.[28] The systems
based on non-solvating co-solvent tend to reach a saturation
concentration, and further addition of the co-solvent will
lead to a liquid-liquid phase separation.[29, 43] Among the
currently reported LCILEs, [LiFSI]1[Pip13FSI]2[TTE]4 exhib-
its the lowest viscosity of 6.8 mPa s,[41] which is comparable
to conventional carbonate electrolytes for LIBs.

The room-temperature ionic conductivity of CILEs, fully
consisting of ions, is mainly limited by the high viscosity.
The decreased viscosity due to the addition of non-solvating
co-solvents to CILEs is accompanied with increased ionic
conductivity. For example, the ionic conductivity of [LiFSI]1-
[EmimFSI]2 and [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[dFBn]2 at 20 °C is 5.28
and 8.84 mS cm� 1 (Figure 2e), respectively.[31]

However, it should be noted that all the ionic species
including Li+, organic cations, and anions contribute to the
ionic conductivity, while only the Li+ transport accounts for
the operation of the LMBs. To estimate the contribution of
Li+ transport to the ionic conductivity, i.e., the transference
number of Li+, the Bruce-Vincent method combining the
DC polarisation and AC impedance of Li/Li symmetric cells
are frequently used.[56] In general, the Li+ transference
number of LCILEs is not lower than the corresponding
CILEs,[29, 30, 41, 46] which, together with the higher ionic con-
ductivity of the LCILEs, indicates a faster Li+ mobility of
LCILEs than the corresponding CILEs. Nonetheless, the
interfacial resistance is one order of magnitude higher than
the ohmic resistance in the reported AC impedance spectra
for the measurement of Li+ transference number,[29, 30, 41, 46]

which could lead to high deviation.
PFG NMR is also adopted to discriminate the contribu-

tion of the ions to the ionic conductivity. The self-diffusion
coefficients of the ions in the electrolytes are directly
obtained with PFG NMR, which already reflect the mobility
of these ions. For instance, Figure 2d displays the measured
self-diffusion coefficient of all the ionic charge carriers in
[LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2 and [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[dFBn]2.

[31] All
the ions exhibit higher self-diffusion coefficients in [LiFSI]1-
[EmimFSI]2[dFBn]2 than in [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2. The con-
cerned Li+ self-diffusion coefficient increases from 1.39 ×
10� 11 to 3.48 ×10� 11 m2 s� 1, proving the enhanced translational
mobility of Li+. Such improvements are also observed for
other LCILEs.[30, 45, 48, 57] With the mole fractions and the
measured self-diffusion coefficients of the ionic charge
carriers, the apparent Li+ transference number can be
calculated. The values for [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2 and [LiFSI]1-
[EmimFSI]2[dFBn]2 are 0.13 and 0.12, respectively.[31] There-
fore, introducing the non-solvating co-solvents to LCILEs
does not significantly affect the Li+ transference number.
Similar values and trends are also observed in several other
CILEs and LCILEs.[30,31, 45, 48] However, the mole ratio of
lithium salt to IL for these electrolytes is around 1 :2. When
this ratio changes, the transference number should be
different. Since the non-solvating co-solvent has limited

influence on the Li+ transference number, the enhanced
ionic conductivity indicates the faster mobility of Li+ in
LCILEs with respect to the corresponding CILEs.

3. Ion-ion and ion-diluent interactions in LCILEs

3.1. Solvation of Li+

The solvation structure of Li+ is not only relevant to the
physicochemical properties of the electrolyte but also the
interfacial properties, e.g., desolvation process and SEI
formation.[58–60] When a co-solvent is added to an ILE, the
mixture will contain Li+, organic cations, anions, and co-
solvent molecules. Li+ could be solvated by the other three
species. For LCILEs, the co-solvents with poor coordination
ability rarely coordinate to Li+. Li+ in LCILEs are mainly
coordinated by anions and/or organic cations, depending on
the structure of the organic cations.

3.1.1. LCILEs based on organic cations with purely alkyl side
chains

The organic cations with purely alkyl side chains, e.g.,
Pyr13

+, Pip13
+, Pyr14

+, and Emim+ (Table 1, Figure 1), do not
coordinate to Li+, and the first solvation sheath of Li+ in the
LCILEs is governed by the negatively charged
anions.[29–31,41, 44, 46, 48, 57, 61]

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations conducted on
LCILEs based on this type of organic cations provide a
physical picture of the solution structure.[31, 41, 45, 48, 61] Figure 3a
shows a snapshot of the MD simulated box for [LiFSI]1-
[EmimFSI]2[BTFE]2.

[48] The yellow spheres, red sticks, blue
sticks, and cyan cloud represent Li+, Emim+, FSI� , and
BTFE, respectively. Most ions, including Li+, FSI� , and
Emim+, cluster to form ionic networks, which are distin-
guished from the BTFE micro domains containing no Li+.
Taking a close look at the ionic network, one can identify
that Li+ cations are directly coordinated by the FSI� , which
are further surrounded by the organic cations.

The Li+ solvation sheath dominated by anions can be
unravelled via radial distribution functions (RDFs), as
illustrated for [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[mFBn]2 employing parti-
ally solvating mFBn as the co-solvent (Figure 3b).[45] Despite
a minor peak at 2.22 Å for the Li� F(mFBn) curve, the first
solvation shell of Li+ is dominated by Li+-FSI� coordination
at 2.12 Å with respect to Li� O(FSI). On the other hand,
although the interaction between Li+ and the partially
solvating mFBn is minor, it also affects the physicochemical
properties of the electrolyte. When mFBn is replaced with
the non-solvating dFBn, the coordination between Li+ and
the co-solvent in [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[dFBn]2 is almost
diminished, which is accompanied by a decrease of ionic
conductivity from 9.6 to 8.8 mS cm� 1, an increase of viscosity
from 22 to 25 mPa s, and a slight increase of the Li+

transference number from 0.118 to 0.120 at 20 °C.[31,45] The
former two have negative effects on Li+ transport, while the
latter is a positive effect. Therefore, the selection of co-
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solvents with rationally adjusted Li+ solvation ability
balancing the aforementioned opposite effects would lead to
further optimised Li+ transport ability.

3.1.2. LCILEs based on alkoxy-ether-functionalised organic
cations

The alkyl side chains of the organic cations may be replaced
with polar alkoxy-ethers. For example, DEME+, Pyr12O1

+,
Pyr12O2O1

+, and Pyr1 2Oð Þ71
þ (shown in Table 1, Figure 1)

belong to this type of organic cations.[42,43] The oxygen atoms
with their lone-pairs in the alkoxy-ether side chain could
coordinate to Li+, which has been demonstrated in LiTFSI-
Pyr1 2Oð Þx1TFSI (with x=1, 2, 3, 4, and 7) binary ILEs.[62–65]

Although Pyr12O1
+ has already proven to have effects on the

coordination environment of Li+,[65] the Li+ solvation is still
mainly governed by TFSI� .[62, 65] With the strengthened
coordination effect of the ether oxygen atoms for increased
x, Li+ tends to preferentially coordinate with the ether
oxygen atoms rather than the anions.[62] For [LiTFSI]0.15[
Pyr1 2Oð Þ21TFSI]0.85, the Li+ solvation is dominated by the
ether oxygen, and TFSI� coordinating to Li+ is not observed
from its Raman spectra.[62] But when x is greater than 2,
such side chains worsen the fluidity of the ILs, as well as the
electrolytes.[62]

To mitigate the high viscosity, Atik et al. introduced a
non-solvating co-solvent, TTE, to CILEs based on LiFSI
and Pyr1 2Oð Þ71FSI.[43] Due to the strong coordination ability of
the ether oxygen atoms in the solvating organic cation, i.e.,

Pyr1 2Oð Þ71
þ, Li+ in the LCILEs preferentially coordinate to

the side chain of the organic cation rather than FSI� , as
illustrated in Figure 3c.[43] The influence of the solvating
organic cation and the LiFSI concentration on the solvation
of Li+ is revealed with Raman spectra as shown in Fig-
ure 3d.[43] The addition of TTE does not change the FSI�

local coordination by Li+. Compared with Pyr14
+, Pyr1 2Oð Þ71

þ

leads to a larger amount of free FSI� , due to the
coordination of the ether oxygen atoms in Pyr1 2Oð Þ71

þ to Li+.
When the LiFSI concentration in Pyr1 2Oð Þ71FSI:TTE is
increased from 0.9 to 1.5 m, the side chains of Pyr1 2Oð Þ71

þ

cannot accommodate all the Li+ and FSI� become involved
in Li+ solvation as evidenced by the shift of the peak to
higher wavenumbers.[43] This change is accompanied with a
decrease of Li+ conductivity at 40 °C from 2.4 ×10� 1 to 1.32 ×
10� 1 mS cm� 1, demonstrating the impact of the Li+

solvation.[43] It seems the Li+ solvation with organic cations
lead to superior Li+ transport, but the rate capability
delivered with this LCILE is generally inferior to those with
LCILEs employing non-solvating organic cations.[29]

3.2. Interactions between organic cations and anions

Due to the charge delocalisation and/or steric hindrance, the
bulky organic cations and anions in most of the ILs for
LMBs coordinate weakly. Even though, their interactions
have significant influence on the properties of LCILEs, as
revealed by a recently reported study evaluating [LiF-
SI]1[EmimFSI]2[BTFE]2 and [LiFSI]1[Pyr14FSI]2[BTFE]2.

[48]

Compared with the Pyr14
+-based electrolyte, the Emim+

-based electrolyte shows higher ionic conductivity (9.46 vs.
4.02 mScm� 1), lower viscosity (41.5 vs. 67.5 mPa s), and
thoroughly improved Li+ self-diffusion coefficient (3.50 ×
10� 11 vs. 1.92× 10� 11 m2 s� 1) at RT. MD simulations revealed
similar Li+-FSI� coordination (identical to Raman spectra)
but different interactions between Emim+/Pyr14

+ and FSI�

in the electrolytes. The average oxygen atoms from FSI�

coordinating to Emim+ and Pyr14
+ in their first solvation

shell is 3.6 and 4.4, respectively, which leads to the different
physicochemical properties of the electrolytes.

In fact, the influence of the structures of organic cations
and anions on their interactions and physicochemical
properties of ILs and ILEs has been investigated
thoroughly.[66–69] The reported ionic conductivity, viscosity,
and summarised rules are useful for the selection of suitable
organic cations and anions for LCILEs. For instance,
Borodin et al. have demonstrated that the significant charge
delocalisation in Emim+ vs. Pyr13

+ leads to a lower binding
energy of Emim+ towards anions and smaller size of
Emim+, which benefits the faster ionic transport and lower
viscosity of Emim+-based ILs.[66, 67] Specifically, EmimFSI
exhibits higher ionic conductivity and lower viscosity than
Pyr14FSI, which correlates well with the aforementioned
LCILEs.[70, 71]

Figure 3. (a) Snapshots of the MD simulated box for [LiF-
SI]1[EmimFSI]2[BTFE]2 (adapted from Ref. [48]). The yellow spheres, red
sticks, blue sticks, and cyan clouds represent Li+, Emim+, FSI� , and
BTFE, respectively. (b) Radial distribution functions of Li� O(FSI),
Li� F(mFBn), and Li-Emim pairs obtained from MD simulation of
[LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[mFBn]2 (adapted from Ref. [45]). (c) Schematic illus-
tration of Li+ coordination in LCILEs with solvating organic cation (
Pyr1 20ð Þ71

þ). (d) Raman spectra of N� S bond of FSI� in LCILEs
employing either non-solvating Pyr14

+ or solvating Pyr1 20ð Þ71
þ. (c,d)

adapted from Ref. [43].
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3.3. Interactions between organic cations and diluents

The functional interactions between organic cations and the
non-solvating diluents were not detected in the early study
of LCILEs employing fluorinated ethers as the non-solvat-
ing co-solvents. Recently, Lundin et al. reported detailed
findings on the ion dynamic and nanostructures of [LiF-
SI]0.2[Pyr14FSI]1[TTE]x (with x=0, 0.1, 0.5, and 1).[57] The
self-diffusion coefficients of Pyr14

+, FSI� , Li+, and TTE in
the electrolytes were measured with PFG NMR . As shown
in Figure 4a, higher fractions of TTE lead to increased self-
diffusion coefficients of all the components, but their rates
of increase differ. Particularly, when the self-diffusion
coefficients are normalised to the self-diffusion coefficient of
Pyr14

+ (Figure 4b), the dynamics of Pyr14
+ and TTE are

evidently correlated, which implies the interaction between
them. It is worth noting that the mole ratio of LiFSI to
Pyr14FSI, i.e., 1 :5, is lower than the other reported LCILEs,
e.g., 1 :2, and even 3 : 4,[29,30] leading to higher mole fractions
of Pyr14

+ and “free” FSI� among the ions. It is anticipated
that when the mole ratio of lithium salts to ILs is further
increased, the interactions between the organic cations and
fluorinated ether co-solvents would be weakened.

In addition, the interaction between the organic cations
and diluent molecules can be strengthened by modulating
their molecular structure. One typical example is the
interaction between Emim+ and dFBn in
[LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[dFBn]2.

[31] Since the positively charged
five-membered ring of Emim+ obeys the Hückel rule,
Emim+ is aromatic and therefore could transfer part of its

positive charge to dFBn via π-π stacking, which is evidenced
with the 1H NMR spectra. As shown in Figure 4c, the
addition of dFBn to [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2 leads to up-field
shifts of the peaks of Emim+ (at 6.87 and 6.81 ppm for
[LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2) and down-field shifts of the aromatic
peaks of dFBn (6.25–6.40 ppm for neat dFBn). These
findings are further corroborated with MD simulations
showing the spatial distribution functions around the centres
of Emim+ and dFBn. The dFBn (orange distribution clouds)
facing the aromatic ring of Emim+ (Figure 4d) and a similar
distribution of Emim+ (red clouds) around central dFBn
(Figure 4e) evidence how Emim+ and dFBn coordinate to
each other. Due to the presence of the slippery π-π stacking
interactions, the viscosity of [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[dFBn]2

(24.7 mPa s) is much lower than that of [LiF-
SI]1[EmimFSI]2[BTFE]2 (41.5 mPas).[31, 48]

4. Electrochemical properties

4.1. LMAs

ILEs based on TFSI� and particularly FSI� are known to
exhibit high compatibility towards LMAs and enabling
dendrite-free cycling of LMAs up to 1000 h, which are,
however, based on the relatively low stripping/plating
current density, e.g., 0.1 mAcm� 2.[14,72] Due to their limited
Li+ transport, lithium dendrites still generate during strip-
ping/plating at elevated current densities.[29–31, 42, 45, 46] For
example, lithium dendrites are observed in the lithium
(1.5 mAhcm� 2) deposited on Cu at 0.5 mAcm� 2 in [LiF-
SI]1[EmimFSI]2 (Figure 5a).[31] In contrast, dendrite-free
morphology of lithium is commonly reported for LCILEs at
such current density due to the promoted Li+ transport

Figure 4. (a) Self-diffusion coefficients of the components of [LiF-
SI]0.2[Pyr14FSI]1[TTE]x determined via PFG NMR at 297 K. (b) Ratio
between the self-diffusion coefficients of the components of [LiF-
SI]0.2[Pyr14FSI]1[TTE]x and the self-diffusion coefficient of Pyr14

+ cation.
(a,b) Adoped from Ref. [57] (c) 1H NMR spectra of dFBn, EmimFSI,
[LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2, and [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[dFBn]2. Spatial distribution
functions around the centres of (d) Emim+ and (e) dFBn, respectively,
extracted from MD simulation of [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[dFBn]2. The yellow
and red clouds represent the dFBn and Emim+. (c–e) Reproduced from
Ref. [31].

Figure 5. SEM images of lithium metal (1.5 mAhcm� 2) deposited in
(a) [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2 and (b) [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[dFBn]2 at
0.5 mAcm� 2. (c) Voltage profiles of Li plating/stripping processes in Li/
Li cells employing either [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2 or [LiF-
SI]1[EmimFSI]2[dFBn]2 at various current densities. (d) Li plating/
stripping CE at various current densities in [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2 or
[LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[dFBn]2. (a–d) Adapted from Ref. [31].
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(e.g., Figure 5b for
[LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[dFBn]2).[29, 30, 41–43,45, 46, 48]

Moreover, the rate capability and CEs are also promoted
by introducing non-solvating co-solvents to
CILEs,[30, 41–43, 45, 46] as displayed in Figure 5c,d, for [LiF-
SI]1[EmimFSI]2 and [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[dFBn]2.

[31] Among
the reported LCILEs, [LiFSI]1[Pp13FSI]2[TTE]4 delivers the
best rate capability, allowing stable stripping/plating of Li/Li
cells at 10 mAcm� 2 for 1000 h;[41] the highest lithium
stripping/plating CE is 99.72% recorded in
[LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[mFBn]2.

[45] The decent rate capability
and reversibility make LCILEs comparable and even
superior to various electrolytes based on conventional
organic solvents.[34, 73–76]

The electrochemical properties are not only promoted
by the enhanced Li+ transport ability as introduced in the
previous sections but also associated with the SEIs gener-
ated on LMAs.[30, 31, 41, 45, 46, 48] X-ray photoelectron spectro-
scopy (XPS) is commonly used to characterise the SEIs on
LMAs. The SEIs formed on LMAs in ILEs are derived
from both organic cations and anions in the electrolytes.
The use of different organic cations and anions could change
the SEIs,[11–13] and this effect is also observed in LCILEs. For
instance, the higher N content of Emim+ with respect to
Pyr14

+ results in a more stable SEI and consequently higher
lithium stripping/plating CE in the LCILEs with the
presence of the former cation.[48] It is also noticed that the
TFSI� -based LCILEs generally exhibit lower lithium strip-
ping/plating CE than the FSI� -based LCILEs, due to the
facile de-fluorination of FSI� .[30, 41, 42]

In addition, the presence of the fluorinated non-solvating
co-solvents could affect the organic cations and anions
contribution to the SEI formation, which is usually associ-
ated with the promoted lithium stripping/plating
CEs.[30,31, 41, 45] It is commonly reported that the addition of
the non-solvating co-solvents leads to the formation of the
SEI with fewer organic species, e.g., C� C/C� H, and more
inorganic species, e.g., LixSy and LiF, which promotes the
decomposition of anions, e.g., FSI� and TFSI� , and sup-
pressed decomposition of organic cations.[30,41, 45] Besides,
some different effects are also reported. For example, N 1s
XPS spectra of the lithium deposited in [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2

and [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[dFBn]2 reveal that the signals of
positively charged nitrogen atoms from Emim+ (402.1 eV)
and negatively charged nitrogen atoms from FSI� (399.9 eV)
are both intensified with the presence of dFBn, indicating
more contribution of both Emim+ and FSI� to the SEI
formation.[31] Cai et al. reported similar SEIs generated on
LMAs in [LiTFSI]0.8[DEMETFSI]1 and [LiTF-
SI]0.8[DEMETFSI]1[OTF]4, demonstrating ignorable influ-
ence of OTF on the SEI formation in these electrolytes.[42]

Therefore, the effect of the non-solvating co-solvents on the
SEI formation depends on the composition of the electro-
lytes.

4.2. LMBs with insertion-type cathode materials

LiFePO4 (LFP), which possesses high cycling stability and
good rate capability, is an ideal model cathode material to
investigate the effect of the compatibility between LMAs
and developed LCILEs on full cells, as the capacity fading
of Li/LFP cells upon cycling can be mainly ascribed to the
degradation of LMAs. With the decreased viscosity, pro-
moted Li+ transport ability, and high Li stripping/plating
CEs, LCILEs have been reported allowing stable cycling of
Li/LFP cells with more practical cathode mass loading, e.g.,
9.5 mg cm� 2, and dis-/charge current rates, e.g., 1 mAcm� 2,
for up to hundreds of cycles at RT.[29, 41, 42,46]

Despite the high cyclability, the energy density of Li/
LFP cells is limited by the low tap density, average discharge
potential, and specific capacity. Some other types of cathode
materials with higher energy density have also been
evaluated with LCILEs. Lee et al. reported stable cycling of
LiCoO2 (8 mg cm� 2) in [LiTFSI]1[Pyr13FSI]2[TTE]2 at a dis-/
charge current rate of 0.6 mA cm� 2 over a 3.0–4.3 V voltage
range for 350 cycles with a capacity retention of 80 %.[30]

Nonetheless, the rapidly increasing price of cobalt results in
higher cost of LiCoO2-based batteries.[77]

Nickel-rich, layered transition metal oxides
(LiNixMnyCo1� x� yO2, NMC, x�0.5) are very promising high-
energy and low-cost cathode materials, due to their high
specific capacity, high average discharge potential, and
possibly low cobalt content.[77] However, increased nickel
content usually leads to poor interfacial compatibility
toward electrolytes due to the highly reactive Ni4+ species
generated upon delithiation.[78, 79] The parasitic electrolyte
degradation results in limited reversibility, thickening of the
cathode electrolyte interphase (CEI), and consequently fast
capacity fading.[78] A couple of LCILEs enabling stable
cycling of LFP for several hundreds of cycles have been
employed for Li/LiNixMnyCo1� x� yO2 (x=0.5 or 0.6) cells;
however, they already exhibit pronounced capacity fading
after only 100 cycles.[29, 43, 46] To resolve this issue, Liu et al.
designed [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[dFBn]2 for Li/
LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2 (NMC811) batteries.[31] The preferential
decomposition of dFBn limits the decomposition of Emim+

and FSI� via the generation of LiF-containing CEIs, which
leads to less thickening upon cycling with respect to the
corresponding CILE, i.e., [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2 (Figure 6a–f).
As a result, highly stable cycling of Li/NMC811 cells (4.4 V)
at C/3 charge and 1 C discharge (1C=2 mA cm� 2) for 500
cycles with a capacity retention of 93 % is delivered (Fig-
ure 6g). Due to the high lithium stripping/plating CE in this
electrolyte, stable cycling up to 250 cycles with a capacity
retention of 76% is still achieved when the thick LMAs
(100 mAhcm� 2) were subsequently replaced with thin
LMAs (2 mAh cm� 2).

Apart from the inorganic insertion-type cathode materi-
als, the potential use of LCILEs for organic electrode
materials has been also demonstrated. Xu et al. reported the
use of [LiTFSI]0.101[Pyr14TFSI]0.274[TTE]0.625 for Li/3,4,9,10-
perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA) cells.[80] The
dissolution of PTCDA during the dis-/charge process in
conventional organic electrolytes leads to fast capacity
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fading, but PTCDA, whether at its fully charged or dis-
charged states, is insoluble in both the LCILE and the
CILE. The lower viscosity and faster Li+ transport of the
LCILE with respect to the CILE further promote the
specific capacity. As a result, a high capacity of 133 mAh g� 1

with a remarkable capacity retention of 99 % after 400 cycles
was obtained with the LCILE.

4.3. Li-S batteries

Sulphur, as a low-cost environmental-friendly and abundant
substance with a high specific capacity of 1675 mAhg� 1, is an
appealing cathode material for high-energy density LMBs.[81]

Nonetheless, the notorious shuttle effect of polysulphides,
i.e., the dissolution and migration of polysulphide, leads to
rapid capacity fading and low CE of Li� S batteries.[82–84]

With the conventionally used ether-based electrolytes, e.g.,
1 M LiTFSI in dimethoxyethane/1,3-dioxolane (DME/
DOL), the discharge profile of Li� S batteries shows two
plateaus at �2.4 and 2.1 V vs. Li/Li+, which correspond to
the lithiation of long-chain polysulphides and its further
transformation to shorter chained polysulphides, eventually
Li2S, respectively.[85] It has been revealed that the solubility
of polysulphides, particularly the long-chain ones, in TFSI� -
based ILEs is suppressed as compared with conventional
ether-based electrolytes, which leads to improved cyclability
and CE accompanied with when the ILEs are employed.[86, 87]

Due to the high viscosity and limited Li+ transport, the
decent specific capacity and cyclability of Li� S cells using

ILEs is realised with low sulphur loading of 0.6 mgcm� 2 and
current densities around 0.1 mAcm� 2.[86, 87]

In 2018, Lu et al. reported the use of TTE as a co-solvent
of LiTFSI-EmimFSI binary ILEs to mitigate the aforemen-
tioned issues.[52] The addition of TTE not only resulted in
higher ionic conductivity and lower viscosity but also further
decreased the solubility of polysulphides (Figure 7a). These
improvements of the physicochemical properties enhance
the cyclability (Figure 7b) and rate capability with higher
sulphur loading (1.5–1.8 mgcm� 2). The dis-/charge profiles
of Li/S cells employing the electrolytes with different
contents of TTE are shown in Figure 7c. Due to the sluggish
Li+ transport, the specific capacity delivered in the neat ILE
is low, and the discharge profile does not show any flat
voltage plateau. When the LCILEs are employed, the
discharge profiles exhibiting a slope around 2.1 V and a
plateau slightly below 2.0 V are different from those
observed with 1 M LiTFSI in DME/DOL, but similar to
those reported from locally concentrated electrolytes based
on organic solvents.[85, 88] Rebecca et al. recently reported
that the difference between the discharge profiles obtained
with a conventional ether electrolyte and locally concen-
trated sulfolane electrolytes originates from a minimised
long-chain polysulphides formation with the addition of
hydrofluoroether co-solvents in the locally concentrated
electrolytes. The poor solubility of Li+ in the HFE leads to a
shift to favouring short chain length polysulphides in the
discharge of sulphur.[85]

Despite the improvement, the relatively rapid capacity
fading is still observed in Li� S batteries employing
LCILEs.[52, 89] In addition to elemental sulphur, sulphurised
polyacrylonitrile (SPAN) is a viable alternative.[90–92] The
strong interaction between sulphur fragments and dehydro-
cyclised polyacrylonitrile skeletons suppress the dissolution
of polysulphide.[93,94] Particularly, when suitable electrolytes
enabling the formation of stable CEIs on SPAN are

Figure 6. The (a–c) surface and (d–f) cross-sectional morphology of
NMC811 particles in the electrodes (a,d) at pristine state, and after 100
cycles in (b,e) [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2 and (c,f) [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[dFBn]2,
respectively. The insets in (e) and (f) display the corresponding energy
dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) elemental mapping images of fluorine.
(g) The evolution of discharge specific capacity and CE during long-
term cycling of Li/NMC811 cells with NMC811 loading of 10 mgcm� 2

at C/3 charge and 1C discharge after two formation cycles at C/10. (a–
g) Adapted from Ref. [31].

Figure 7. (a) Solubility experiments of polysulphides in 1 M LiTFSI in
EmimTFSI-TTE binary solvents. PE, ET25, ET50, and ET75 represent
the binary solvents containing 0, 25, 50, 75 wt.% TTE. (b) Cycling
performance of Li/S batteries employing electrolytes containing differ-
ent amounts of TTE. (c) Dis-/charge profiles of Li/S cells employing
electrolytes containing different amounts of TTE. (a–c) Adapted from
Ref. [52] (d) Evolution of discharge capacity and CE of Li/SPAN cells
employing [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[mFBn]2 upon cycling at C/3 charge and
1C discharge after three formation cycles at C/10, and (e) correspond-
ing dis-/charge profiles (Reproduced from Ref. [45]).
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employed, e.g., carbonate-based electrolytes, a solid-phase
mechanism with negligible polysulphide dissolution can be
realised leading to stable cycling up to hundreds of
cycles.[95, 96] Liu et al. reported the good compatibility of
[LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2 and [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[mFBn]2 with
the SPAN cathodes (Figure 7d), due to the formation of
protective CEI derived mainly from FSI� and Emim+.[45] As
shown in Figure 7e, the dis-/charge profiles of the Li/SPAN
cell employing [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[mFBn]2 as the electro-
lyte do not show any flat voltage plateau, demonstrating
that no phase transition is involved in the dis-/charge, i.e., a
solid-like phase mechanism occurs. Because of the higher
lithium stripping/plating CE in the presence of mFBn, the
LCILE leads to better cyclability with respect to the neat
ILE. Benefiting from the robust interphases simultaneously
formed on both LMAs and SPAN cathodes, highly stable
cycling of Li/SPAN cells (80% lithium metal excess) for 250
cycles with a capacity retention of 71% is achieved employ-
ing [LiFSI]1[EmimFSI]2[mFBn]2.

4.4. Li-O2 batteries

Li-O2 batteries are propitious energy storage candidates for
the next generation high-energy-density batteries, yet their
development is limited by several exigent challenges.[97]

Among them, the instability of their electrolytes exposed to
highly reactive O2

� * intermediates formed during the
electrochemical process is considered the most serious
one.[98,99] TFSI� -based ILEs, exhibiting modest reactivity
with the O2

� *, are one of the few electrolytes enabling
reversible Li-O2 batteries.[100–102] However, the insufficient
lithium stripping/plating CE and Li+ transport ability of the
ILEs result in limited lifespan and high polarisation of the
ILEs-based Li-O2 batteries.[100–102] In 2021, Cai et al. reported
the use of the optimised LCILE, i.e., [LiTF-
SI]0.8[DEMETFSI]1[OTF]4, for Li-O2 batteries.[41] Due to the
improved reversibility of LMAs and promoted Li+ trans-
portability with the presence of the OTF co-solvent, the
overvoltage and cyclability are significantly improved (Fig-
ure 8). With differential electrochemical mass spectrometry,
XPS, and acid-base titration, the discharge product was
revealed to be Li2O2.

5. Conclusion and Outlook

The non-flammable nature, dendrite-free LMAs with high
CE, and good cyclability of various high-energy cathode
materials in the rationally designed LCILEs suggest their
promising application in the next-generation (safe) high-
energy-density LMBs. The addition of non-solvating fluori-
nated co-solvents to ILEs not only mitigates their drawbacks
of insufficient fluidity, wettability, and Li+ transport, but
also promotes their compatibility toward LMAs, which
represents the remarkable progress of ILEs in the battery
field. In addition, the role of organic cations, anions, and
non-solvating co-solvents in relation to how they distribute
and interact in LCILEs has been studied illustrating that all

the components (including electrolyte solution structures)
have an influence on the physicochemical properties.
Despite recent advancements, LCILEs are still in their
infancy with collaborations across disciplines utilising theo-
retical, experimental, and advanced characterisation techni-
ques requisite to further understanding and enhance cell
performance.

Optimisation of LCILEs for superior battery perform-
ance is one of the core directions for further investigation of
LCILEs, which includes selecting suitable electrolyte com-
ponents and adjusting their concentrations. Different elec-
trode materials manifest distinct interactions with electro-
lytes, imposing diverse requirements on the electrolytes.
Therefore, the optimisation of advanced LCILEs depends
on the specific cathode material, while considering the
compatibility toward LMAs. Previous studies on the appli-
cation of ILEs for different cathode chemistry for LMBs is
insightful for the primary selection of organic cations and
anions for LCILEs. Nonetheless, it is probable that the
addition of non-solvating co-solvent may alter the findings
of the study of ILEs via participating/affecting the formation
of electrolyte/electrode interphases (EEIs). For example,
Pyr14

+ is more stable than Emim+ toward LMAs in ILEs,[71]

but the Emim+-based LCILE shows improved lithium
stripping/plating CE.[48] Therefore, revisiting the vast choices
of organic cations and anions is expected to result in
interesting outcomes that can inform on the design of ILEs.
The ratio of lithium salts, ILs, and co-solvents has significant
influence on the viscosity, Li+ transport, and EEI formation.
The enhancement of these electrolytic mediums relies on
balancing these properties. However, current cells are
studied/operated in far from practical conditions. Further
development of electrolyte formulas for the cells under

Figure 8. Discharge-charge voltage profiles of the Li-O2 cells employing
(a) [LiTFSI]0.1[DEMETFSI]1, (b) [LiTFSI]0.8[DEMETFSI]1, and (c) [LiTF-
SI]0.8[DEMETFSI]1[OTF]4. (d) The comparison of charge/discharge ca-
pacity of Li-O2 cells employing these electrolytes. (a–d) Adapted from
Ref. [41].
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operando conditions, e.g., Ah-level cells with high areal
capacity, lean electrolyte, and low negative/positive (N/P)
ratio, are essential to attain practical application.

Apart from the electrolyte optimisation, studies explor-
ing the electrolyte structure, dynamics and mechanisms as
well as how their concentrations affect the electrolytes’
physicochemical properties and EEI formation is equally
important as this will guide the rational engineering of stable
mediums. Although some physical determinations of
LCILEs’ solution structure have been obtained, how the
mole ratio of lithium salts, organic cations, and co-solvents
affect the ion-ion and ion-solvent interactions remains
unknown. The strong interactions between Li+ and anions
can be sensitively characterised using Raman spectroscopy,
but this is not the case for the weaker interactions, e.g.,
organic cations-solvents, and particularly, organic cations-
anions. NMR can provide some insights, yet the observed
signals need the support of theoretical methods including
MD simulations to offer complementary explanations.
Importantly, the rate capability of LMBs is not only
influenced by the Li+ transport in the bulk electrolyte, but
also the Li+ transport across the electrode/electrolyte inter-
face/interphase. The former is intensively studied and its
relation to the solution structure has gained some important
insights, while the interfacial/interphasial Li+ transport is
much less understood. Further experimental and computa-
tional efforts to discriminate the respective contribution of
the bulk and interfacial resistance, and to understand the
interfacial transport process, including the de-/solvation
process of Li+ and Li+’ migration across the EEIs, are
required and could further promote the rate capability of
the LMBs employing LCILEs. In addition, the difference of
Li+ solvation in LCILEs and their corresponding CILEs is
very limited, but the resultant generated EEIs are likely
unique. In this context, the combination of theoretical
methods (e.g., density functional theory and ab initio
molecular dynamics) and experimental techniques (e.g.,
XPS, differential electrochemical mass spectrometry, soft X-
ray adsorption spectroscopy) can be utilised. Computational
approaches that describe the complete electronic structure
at the atomic scale can explicate the intricate interactions
(including van der Waals, dispersion, hydrogen bonding,
etc.,) of LCILEs. The results can be made more intelligible
when used in synergy with operando experiments such as
neutron scattering which utilise non-destructive probes with
high material penetration depth offering energy/frequency
range along with spatial-temporal resolution. The formation,
composition and evolution of interfacial dynamical processes
at the EEI can be captured utilising in situ neutron
scattering techniques (quasi-elastic, inelastic, etc.,) which are
sensitive to light elements (H & Li). Towards real-time
determinations of LCILEs under operating conditions,
neutrons could probe the relationship between structure and
electrochemical performance in battery materials under
operation. Such methodologies that combine theoretical and
advanced experimental techniques will elucidate the func-
tional behaviour of LCILEs for the development of the next
generation high-energy-density LMBs.
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